
WELCOME
We’re excited to support you and your studio as you teach and inspire the people in your community. 

Depending on the style of yoga your studio offers, we grouped our Studio Gear products to best fit your needs. 

If you ever need additional help, reach out at any time.

*Studio gear discount can only be used on eu.manduka.com and
does not apply to resale purchases.



PROLITE YOGA MAT

•High-density cushion, joint protection and unmatched support

•Closed-cell surface prevents sweat from seeping into the mat
and breeding bacteria

TOWELS (YOGITOES AND EQUA TOWELS)

•Improves grip, reduces sweat pooling and provides a hygienic
layer between mat and yogi

•Choose between yogitoes or eQua towels

BLOCKS (CORK AND RECYCLED FOAM)

•Modify asanas or deepen poses whether standing or seated

•Choose between natural cork or recycled foam

STRAPS (ALIGN AND UFOLD)

•Strong, durable, unbleached cotton webbing

•Secure, slip-free support

Durable, consistent and high-performing, these 

tried and true Studio Gear products are perfect for 

more traditional yoga practices.

traditional
Ashtanga, Vinyasa, Hatha, Katana

*Studio gear discount can only be used on eu.manduka.com
and does not apply to resale purchases.



PROLITE YOGA MAT

•High-density cushion, joint protection and unmatched support

•Closed-cell surface prevents sweat from seeping into the mat
and breeding bacteria

COTTON BLANKETS

•Highest quality Peruvian cotton blend

•Overlocked edge stitching to prevent fraying

BOLSTERS (RECTANGULAR/ROUND)

•Soft, plush and absorbent microfiber fabric cover for dryness
and comfort

•Cover is removable for easy cleaning

STRAPS (ALIGN AND UFOLD)

•Strong, durable, unbleached cotton webbing

•Secure, slip-free support

BLOCKS (CORK AND RECYCLED FOAM)

•Modify asanas or deepen poses whether standing or seated

•Choose between natural cork or recycled foam

Support your students as they fall into bliss with our 

Mindful Studio Gear products. Soft, comfortable, yet 

supportive, these products are also mindful of the planet.

restorative
Vinyasa, Kundalini, Restorative,
Meditation, Iyengar

*Studio gear discount can only be used on eu.manduka.com
and does not apply to resale purchases.



PROLITE YOGA MAT + TOWELS 

•High-density cushion, joint protection and unmatched support

•Closed-cell surface prevents sweat from seeping into the mat
and breeding bacteria

• Towels are a must for a heated practice!

YOGITOES

•Silicone nubs grip mat for constant support throughout your practice

• Newly updated for improved absorption and better sweat wicking

EQUA TOWEL

•Split microfiber technology for optimized moisture absorption and
wet-grip

• Tightly woven fibers produce a soft, suede-like feel

RECYCLED FOAM BLOCK

•High density foam provides firm support

•Soft, comfortable grip that is also slip-resistant

Our heated Studio Gear products love it hot. High 

absorption, fast sweat wicking and moisture-activated 

grip will support your students from om to namaste.

heated
Power Yoga, Heated Vinyasa, Sculpt, Bikram

*Studio gear discount can only be used on eu.manduka.com
and does not apply to resale purchases.



mat wash
A must for all studios

Keep your studio gear clean with our mat wash. The PRO mat is super easy to clean! 

It has a closed cell surface which means it doesn’t absorb any dirt or sweat. Simply 

wipe down the mat with our All-Purpose Mat Wash that is specially formulated to 

keep your mat clean and in tip top shape.

*Studio gear discount can only be used on eu.manduka.com
and does not apply to resale purchases.


